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TtIe pressure effect on the magnetic field induced type [-type 11transition is

studied in a CdTe/Cdl.=MnXTe (rO.24) single quantum well (SQW).

I%otoluminescence (PL) measurements under hydrostaticpressures up to

1.07 GPa and long puised magnetic fields up to 60 T wI.th a puke duration

of 2 sec are reported. The pressures were generated in a p{astic diamond

anvil cell (DAC). A bend toward /owerenerxjes (additioml red shifi) is

observed above 28.5 T in magnetic field dependence of the exciton energy

for a 13 A thick quantum well. We attribute this red shifi to a phenomenon

preceding the type l-type II transition afler a comparison with a simple

quantum mechanical calculation. The onset fieid of the additional red shift

increases by 3.4 T by applying a pressure of 1.07 GPa. Spin-spin coupling

between the exciton and the Nln ion in tie interface region is ako

investigated and found to be enhanced by pressure.
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field induced transition of band al ibmmcmt from type [ to type 11 has bctm investigated

intensively. The heavy-hole band with ny = -3/2 of the Cd [-xMnxTc barrier layers exhibits

a large Zeeman shifi due to sp-ci hybridi=tion by the application of magnetic fields. This

Zeeman shift could be large enough to exceed a band offkt with a suf’flcicntiy large field.

In fvfQWs w“th small x, this type I-type H transition is expected to occur at moderate field

strengths. However, no conclusive magneto-optical evidence for the type Mype 11

transition has been reported in spite of intensive work on MQWS w“th x of 5-10%. ‘-3 For

larger x, the type @pe II transition is expected at very high fields. Kuroda ef al.

performed magneto-absorption measurements of MQWS with x of about 30% and found

features associated WI”ththe type I-type H tmnsition in strong magnetic fields above 80 T.J

The f=tures include a reduction in the absorption intensity and the onset of a red-shift of

the exciton energy, which were in line W+th resuhs of a variational crdcuiation. In the

present work we have studied the pressure effect on the type I-type II transition in SQ Ws

with x of 24°A using PL measurements to monitor the exciton energy shifi to fieMs of 60 T

and hydrostatic pressure of 1.07 GPa at T=2 K In our observation, the onset of a red shift

of the exciton energy occurs at much smaller fields than that reported by Kuroda et aI.4

The observed f=ture is compared w“th a simple quantum mechanical calculation.

Contribution of Mn spins at the interface to the exciton states in a quantum well is

presented. Its pressure dependence. is also discussed.
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Pressure is expected to affect the type I-type 1[ transition via # exchange

interaction. It is diflicult, however, to perform this

magnets are necessary to obtain the required fic(ds

study under pressure because pulsed

and the large dB/dt associated w“th

these magnets cause eddy cumcnt heating in the typical pressure ccl 1 which is made of

metal. A plastic diamond anvil ccl I has been deveioped to address this pmblem.~ The

columnar shaped DAC is 8.9 mm in diameter and 15.5 mm in height. There was no

metal I ic component

temperature due to

except for the smal { gasket in the DAC. No incrcxsc in sample

eddy current heating was observed dun”ng the ficid pulses. A

methanol: ethanol: water: 16:3:1 mixture was used as the pressure transmi~”ng medium.

Pressure was cah-atcd by measuring the shift of the RI fluorescence line of ruby.

19 and

Hybrid

The sample that we used for this study has a

38A thick CdTe wel{s separated by 48o A

buffer layers between the quantum wells

SQW structure which consists of 13,

thick Cdl.#4nxTc (A-24) bm”ers.

and a (100) GAs substrate were

constructed.

A recently commissioned motor-generator driven iong pulsed magnet w“th a 32 mm

bore and typical puke duration of 2 sec was employed. The magnet was charged by a

1430 lvf’VA/600 W inertial energy storage generator. Field profiies couid be modified

fiexib[y by controlling convetiers that drive three parts of the magnet indepcndcntiy.

Excitation light of442 nm from a He-Cd laser was transferred to the DAC through a

single optical fiber. Excitation power was about three milliwa~ at the top sutiace of the

diamond anvil. PL signais were transferred back through the same fiber to a spectrometer
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equipped with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled back-illuminated chargencoupled-device (CCD)

(Princeton Instruments, LN/CCD- 100Ef3). Each frame recorded on the CCD was

transferred to a computer at a rate of one per 2.1 msec. The two second long pulse of [he

magnet allowed us to fake ve~ clean PL spectra every 0.05 T below 15 T and every 0.3 T

between 30 and 60 T. The variation in the field during acquisitions in these two regions

did not cxcecd 0.08 T and 0.5 T, respectively.

We obsewed four luminescence signals assigned to exciton PLs from the three

wel{s and the bm”er. Each peak showed a red shifi (Zeeman shifi) by the application of

magnetic fields. We measured the Zeeman shifis for the ban-ier md the 13 A thick well at

the ambient pressure and 1.07 GPa (Fig. 1). The shift for the bam”er shows a Bril’iouin

function like behavior Mow 15 T and a linear behavior w“t.h respect to magnetic fields

between 15 T and 60 T. The shifi is suppressed by pressure. For the 13 A thick WC{],the

shift also shows a 13riHouin function like behaw.or below 15 T and a linear behavior

between 15 T and 28 T. h contrast to the result for the barrier, an upward bend of the shift

(additional redsfdl)k observedabove 28.5 T. By app{ying pressure of 1.07 GPa, the

whoie Zeeman shiil is suppressed and the onset field of the additional red shifi increases by

3.4 T.

The obsewed features for the ban-ier is the same as those which we have observed

in the magnetic field region up to 30 T in our previousworl$.The iinear field dependence

of the Zeeman shift is interpreted as a consequence of the spin-spin coup] ing in smal 1

isolated ciusters and a random network. 7 We propose tha~ the suppression of the Zeeman
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shift is caused by the attenuation of the p-cf hybridization due to a pressure induced

relaxation of the Mn-Tc-Mn bond distortiom6

The red shifi in the magnetic ficid dependence of the cxciton energy is thought to

be evidence for the type I-type 11h=msition.~ The onset has been observed above 80 T in

magneto-absorption measurement for MQWS with x of 27 to 32°4. [n our SQWS with x of

24%, however, the onset is observed around 30 T. We have compared our experimental

restdts with a calculation for a free ciectron confined in a

made the foliowing assumptions, i) the hole in the system

rectangularfinite potential. We

has an effective mass of 0.8~

where ~ is an electron mass; the value of 0.8~ is generally accepted for the heavy hole

mass in CdTe*, ii) the valence-band oi%et is 100 meV at O T; wc have used the vaience-

band offset ratio of 30% which was reported by Kuhn-I-Ieim”ch et a!.,g iii) the offset

decreases by 4/5 of the Zeeman shift of the bam”er with increasing a magnetic fie[d; the

wdue of 4/5 is derived from ~/(a+~) where a and ~ are s-d and p-a’ exchange constants and

their values are reported to be 0.22 and 0.88, respeetivciy,io iv) We have neglected the

difference of these assumed values between at the ambient pressure and at 1.07 GPa

because their changes by a few percents at most do not affect the result of our caicu{ation

significantly.

Afler the calculation, we obti-n the shift of the lowest electronic level for the heavy

hole as a function of magnetic fieid (Fig. 2). One can see the shift show”ng a supedinear

behavior above about 30 T, where the {owest heavy hoie level decreases acce[erativeiy with

decreasingtheband offsetbeiow 50 meV. By subfraciingthe shift from the observed
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Zeeman shift for the 13 ~ thick well, the red shift is nearly canceled. This result means

-,

that the additional rcd shitl indicates the beginning of the type [-type 11 transition. We

attribute our success of this obscwation to better rcso[utions of magnetic fields and PL

spectra in our ma.surcment wI”ththe 60 T-1ong pulsed magnet than those in the previous

magneto-absorption measurement. The incrcasc of’ tic onset w“th increasing pressure

would bring the first experimental suggestion for pressure effect on the type I-type 11

transition. Wc estimate the type transition fields at about 65 T for the ambient pressure

which agrees well with the previ”ous result~, and about 76 T for 1.07 GP~ judg”ng from the

Zeeman shifi for tie banier. Ftier investigation with higher magnetic fiekis is required

in order to clarifj the pressure dependence of the tmmsition field.

The remainder of the above subtraction enaides us to discuss qualitatively the

contribution of spins of Mn ions in the interface region to the exciton Zecman shift. The

probability that a Mn

interface refy”on than

ion finds another in the nearest cation sites is much smaller in the

that in zhe inside of the baser layer. The remainder shows a

Eh-illouin fi.mction iike behavior, which suggests that isolated spins in the interface region

seem to contribute to the remaining magnetic shifi mainly. The magnetization of isoiated

spins is saturated above 20 T at 2 K. One can see increase of the shifi around 20 T with

increasing pressure. This tendency is in good agreement WI”thpressure dependence of a

Zeeman shifi reported for bulk (C@fn)Se w“th Mn concentration smalier than 5°A~’and

could be attributed to pressure caused enhancement of ~he pd interaction in the interface

reg”on. We interpret that the decrease of the h4n-Tebond ien~h by pressure affects on the
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p-d hybridization more significandy in this region than the relaxation of the distortion in

the Mn-Tc-Mn bond because the Mn concentration is practical [y low in the region.

In conclusion, a phenomenon associated with the onset of a type I-type 11transition

induced by a magnetic ficid in a CdTe/ Cdl.#vfnxTc (r=O.24) SQWS is observed in the I%

measurement of the exciton energy. Using the 60 T long pulsed magnet and the plastic

diamond anvi( cM, the onset is shown cka.riy to move toward higher magnetic field WI”th

increasing pressure. This pressure dependence is attributed mainly to the suppression of

Zeeman shifl in the banier {ayers. In additio~ the enhancement of the spin-spin coupiing

between the exciton and the Mn ion in the interface rc~”on by pressure is shown

qualitatively.
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Figure 1 Zecman shifts of the cxciton energies for the 13 A thick quantum (labeled as

Q W4ML, Icfi axis) and the bam”er (right axis) in the CdTc/Cd@ln=Tc (x4.24) SQWS at

ambient pressure and 1.07 GPa and T=2 K as a function of magnetic field. Dots arc

experimental &ta taken duri”ng one field pulse. Tk arrows show onset of tie bend in the

Zeeman shitls.

Figure 2 Experimental data for the Zeeman shifts of the exciton encr~”es (~ and 21),

shifls of tic lowest electronic level for the heavy hole (~ and S 1) and the comected Zceman

shifls ~ and RI) in the 13 ~ well at the ambient pressure and 1.07 GP~ respectively, as a

function of magnetic field.
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